Abstract-Micro aerial vehicles operating outdoors must be able to maneuver through both dense vegetation and across empty fields. Existing approaches do not exploit the nature of such an environment. We have designed an algorithm which plans rapidly through free space and is efficiently guided around obstacles. In this paper we present SPARTAN (Sparse Tangential Network) as an approach to create a sparsely connected graph across a tangential surface around obstacles. We find that SPARTAN can navigate a vehicle autonomously through an outdoor environment producing plans 172 times faster than the state of the art (RRT*). As a result SPARTAN can reliably deliver safe plans, with low latency, using the limited computational resources of a lightweight aerial vehicle.
I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for UAVs that can carry out missions in outdoor remote environments is ever increasing. These vehicles, with little or no prior information of the area and relying on limited on-board sensing capabilities, will have to carry out high level mission plans.
Typically the robot (Fig 1) is given a goal point, and a high level mission planner generates a sequence of waypoints for the vehicle to reach. Such environments could be confined, such as under bridges or between trees, or sparse like empty fields. Flying autonomously in such unstructured outdoors environment is challenging because it implies consistently delivering safe, feasible paths in real time. Such environments tend to have clusters of objects separated by vast empty space. Standard motion planning approaches which spend as much effort on free space as in obstacle dense regions do not exploit this situation. There is a need for a light weight planner which computes only when it needs to and sits idle otherwise.
The main contribution of this paper is to present a planner which leverages the intermittent sparsity of its environment and creates plans 172 times faster than the state of the art. We present SPARTAN, (Sparse Tangential Network) which constructs a graph wrapped in a tangential surface around obstacles. The large speedups have been achieved by creating vertices during the obstacle cost update process as well as by creating careful graph construction rules to remove redundancies. Using limited onboard resources, SPARTAN has flown autonomously around trees, under bridges & powerlines and over changing terrain with missions up to 200 meters in length.
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II. RELATED WORK
The survey by Kendoul [1] classifies most practical planning approaches for UAVs in outdoor environments, while Goerzen et al. [2] make a more broad classification. SPAR-TAN falls in the category of generating a roadmap for free space using a visibility graph like representation and searching over this roadmap.
The most popular approach to planning in 3D spaces is by performing a Heuristic Graph Search as summarized by Ferguson et al. [3] . This search can be performed over a generic roadmap or over regularly connected grids. Even though the latter is more popular because the graph is easier to construct, it becomes very computationally heavy for fine resolutions. Multi-resolution methods have effectively overcome this problem, for example, unmanned helicopters have been flown by Tsenkov et al. [4] and Whalley et al. [5] using a quad-tree grid representation and performing A* search. However, such methods still incur discretization errors and produce unnatural oblique paths.
Probabilistic methods allow solutions of arbitrary complexity and resolution and probabilistically converge on a solution. By sampling uniformly in free space, probabilistic roadmaps (Kavrakil et al. [6] ) can be generated for graph search, or rapidly exploring random trees (LaValle [7] ) for Distance to the closest vertex to cell n INSERT(O, n, k) Insert cell n into the priority queue O using the key k ISVALID(n)
Check if obst n points to an obstacle that currently exists ADDVERTEX(n,V tan ) Adds cell n to the list of vertices V tan and sets vdist of surrounding cells to values consistent with n being a vertex. This is done by propagating a wavefront similar to the distance transform's lower wavefront REMOVEVERTEX(n,V tan ) Removes cell n from the list of vertices V tan and sets vdist of surrounding cells to higher values consistent with n not being a vertex. This is done by propagating a wavefront similar to the raise wavefront between one region of the surface and another or between two surfaces around different objects separated by empty space. The idea behind SPARTAN is to only move either across the surface or along these tangential connections. In the simplest case the surface radius ρ can be chosen as the minimum distance allowed between a path and obstacles, i.e. the C-space, however it can also be chosen as a nominal clearance distance. In addition if two obstacles have intersecting planning surfaces, i.e. they are closer together than 2ρ, but do not have intersecting C-spaces, we also include the ridge between them in the planning surface. The ridge is defined as all the locations with equal distance to both obstacles, i.e the voronoi surface.
B. Distance Transform and Vertex Sampling
The aim of vertex sampling is to get a set of uniformly spaced vertices over the planning surface. The vertices can be iteratively updated whenever obstacle information is changed.
Obstacles are represented using an occupancy grid and a distance transform, a grid that stores the distance to the closest occupied cell at each location, is also maintained. The distance transform allows for the calculation of an obstacle cost and also provides the information required to sample
the planning surface. Fig. 2 shows a representation of the distance transform in 2 dimensions using a color scale. The incremental distance transform algorithm we use is presented in detail in [15] . It uses expanding wavefronts to efficiently update only distances nearby newly occupied or cleared cells. The wavefront is terminated if it reaches a maximum expansion distance of d max .
Sampling requires that we can test if a location is on the planning surface. This is done during the update of the distance transform with vertices found as the wavefronts are propagated from newly occupied or cleared cells. This has two major benefits; the first is that the limited expansion of the transform means that only the region nearby obstacles has to be checked. The second is that as new obstacle information causes occupied cells to be added or removed vertices are only added or removed in the region around the change, this makes the vertex sampling process iterative.
Algorithms 1 and 2 show the key functions used during the distance transform and vertex sampling update step, Tab. I provides the definition of the variables and functions that are used. When a cell s in the distance transform becomes newly occupied it has dist s set to zero, obst s set to itself and is added to the open queue to start a wavefront propagation. When a cell s becomes newly empty it has dist s set to d max , obst s set to null and is added to the queue. The distance transform's wavefronts are propagated by taking a cell from the queue and calling either the LOWER or RAISE functions. The LOWER function is called if the cell taken from the queue has a valid distance, i.e. dist < d max , it propagates out new valid distances. The RAISE function is called if the cell being expanded has dist = d max , it propagates cleared cells by raising their distance to d max . As cells have their distances changed invalid vertices must be removed and new valid ones added. The LOWER and RAISE functions also check for invalid vertices to be removed and valid locations for new vertices to be added.
Lines 1 and 2 of the LOWER function check if the cell being expanded is a good vertex. Lines 3 to 10 update dist n and obst n of the surrounding cells and add them to queue only if they have been modified and are not already in the queue. Lines 11 and 12 remove a vertex if it was just given a new dist. This removes existing vertices when Algorithm 3 e i =E XPAND(i) Input: i = Index of vertex to be expanded Output: e i = List of vertices connected to vertex i
a new obstacle is added nearby causing them to no longer be on the planning surface. Lines 13 to 17 test if a cell is a ridge point, the approach used is similar to the method for finding the voronoi diagram presented in [16] . When line 5 evaluates as false it indicates that the wavefront that the LOWER function is expanding has either expanded up to d max or has hit a cell that has a different closer occupied cell. The second case will always occur at the ridge between the two obstacles and the first case is excluded by Line 13 which prevents the addition of ridge points with dist n > ρ.
In addition the distance between the two obstacles must be greater than twice the minimum clearance distance, this is to prevent the addition of ridge points when it is not possible to follow the ridge all the way through. Lines 14 and 16 determine which of the cells is actually on the ridge, this is necessary because it is unknown which of the wavefronts expanded from the two obstacles reached the ridge first. Lines 1 and 2 of RAISE check if any of the surrounding cells are not already on the queue. They would be on the queue if they were either already cleared by a different raise wavefront or given a valid distance by a lower wavefront. In either case they can be ignored which effectively terminates the raise wavefront in regions where it has hit any other wavefront. Lines 3 to 5 check if a neighboring cell is valid and adds it to the queue to later propagate a lower wavefront. This allows only the minimum number of cells to be cleared and new valid distances propagated from nearby valid cells. Lines 6 to 10 clear neighboring cells. Lines 11 and 12 check if the cell being cleared is a vertex and remove it if it is.
C. Graph Connectivity
The edge connection rules reflect the underlying approach of moving only over the planning surface. A normal vector at each vertex pointing towards it's closest obstacle is obtained from the distance transform during sampling. Edges, defined here as straight lines, are required to be perpendicular to the normal vector of the vertices at both ends. Some slack is allowed to account for the discrete sampling of the surface that the vertices represent. This first condition eliminates the majority of potential edges, the remaining are checked to ensure they are collision free. Alg. 3 shows the function used to determine the set of vertices e i that share an edge with the i th vertex. x i indicates the cartesian position of the i th vertex and ξ is the slack allowed on the cosine of the angle between an edge and the surface normal.
D. Graph Search and Construction
The optimal path through the underlying graph is found using the A* search algorithm. The start and goal locations are added to the list of vertices with their normal vectors set to zeroes. To prevent extra work edges are only found as needed by A*, the EXPAND function shown in Alg. 3 can be used to find the neighbors of a node being expanded by A*.
V. P ROPERTIES

A. Completeness
SPARTAN is resolution complete if a feasible path through vertices on the planning surface exists and the graph search method is complete (proven by Rina et al. [17] ). The assumptions are:
1) Let σ = {x(t), u(t)} be a path such that it is composed of straight line segments joining its vertices V . 
B. Optimality
The graph search method applied to SPARTAN is optimal (proven by Rina et al. [17] ), thus SPARTAN will find the optimal path belonging to the set described in Section V-A.
A reduced visibility graph has been proven to be optimal for minimum length problems by Latombe [18] . SPARTAN, being the discrete analogue of the reduced visibility graph, is thus optimal for a minimal length cost with obstacle constraints. If an obstacle cost exists in free space, SPARTAN is no longer optimal but has suboptimal bounds. These bounds depend on the discretization error and the cost penalty for choosing to be restrained to a discrete tangential surface. The upper bound to sub-optimality is the projection error η of the optimal path σ * to the tangential surface V tan
where J(σ ) is the cost function.
C. Complexity
The worst case complexity of the entire search in SPAR-TAN is O (N 2 ) where N is the number of vertices. The upper bound of N for a grid of length l grid is
where pf is the packing fraction of the maximum number of points at distance v res from each other that can be fitted on 2823 a sphere of radius ρ. The value 0.7408 is the Kepler problem [19] . This is far greater than the true running time because the edges considered are tangents to the planning surface. Each vertex in practice considers ≪ N connections. Other speedups including the heuristic design and prioritization of ray tracing also boosts speed, reducing the average complexity. However, SPARTAN is not optimized for solving problems over distances much larger than ρ.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
A number of experiments were carried out to test the SPARTAN planning approach in real world scenarios. All the experiments were performed in an unstructured outdoor environment that contained trees, dense vegetation, power lines, bridges and non-flat terrain. The experiments rely on a small aerial vehicle with attached lidar scanner and state estimation system. The vehicle can be seen in Fig. 1 and more details on the perception and state-estimation systems can be found in [15] . The cost function used was the same as that presented in section III.
A. Offline
The offline experiments were run using a dataset collected by flying the vehicle manually through the environment. The SPARTAN planner was compared to a generic RRT* approach in two scenarios. In the first the data was played back in real time with the environment revealed up to the sensor range as the vehicle moves through it. The two planners were required to plan to a goal point with an average distance of roughly 30 meters from the vehicle and achieve a reaction time of 0.1 second (10 Hz). Different goal points were used as the vehicle moved through the environment which were chosen manually with the aim of creating interesting planning problems. Cases with trivial solutions were ignored. Table II shows that SPARTAN always found a solution in the allowed time while RRT* has a lower success rate. The RRT* is always given the maximum allowed 0.1 seconds per problem, SPARTAN uses less time on average and sits idle for the remaining allowed time. Despite this SPARTAN's paths have a lower average cost and standard deviation.
In the second scenario the two planners are required to plan through a section of fully observed environment over a distance of about 40 meters. SPARTAN was run until completion while RRT* was allowed to run until convergence. Figure 4 shows a plot of RRT*'s cost over time with the cost of the SPARTAN path (4429) also shown. The RRT* eventually converges to a slightly lower cost path (4302), however it takes a long time (94.8 seconds) to find a path that is better than the SPARTAN solution which was found in only 0.55 seconds. This factor of 172 is indicative of the long time a sampling based planner takes to converge to the fact that the optimal answer lies on the tangential surface (which is inbuilt within SPARTAN). The small difference in cost between the converged RRT* and SPARTAN solutions can be attributed primarily to SPARTAN's discretization error. Figure 3 shows the static test case environment and resulting paths. The solution found by RRT* at the time SPARTAN terminated is shown to be a low quality path with SPARTAN finding one of higher quality. These two paths are also typical of the quality of path observed during the replanning experiment.
B. Online Closed-Loop Flights
The SPARTAN planner was also run online on the vehicle flying in a fully autonomous mode. The planner was run onboard using the vehicle's 1.8 GHz core 2 Duo flight computer and ran alongside the vehicle's perception (including lidar and stereo camera processing) and state-estimation systems. The planner ran at 2Hz and fed paths to a flight control system which followed the paths. A number of missions have been flown with length's of up to 200 meters and which involve dense vegetation, power lines, low bridges and terrain of changing elevation. The goal location was manually set and remained constant for the length of each mission. a selection of missions. The first shows a simple tree avoidance, the second shows the ability to fly under a low bridge and the third shows a longer mission through dense vegetation up a hill which resulted in the vehicle following a road before eventually finding a way around the line of trees to it's goal. In addition to the cost function used above, the vehicle's altitude above ground was constrained for autonomous flights.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a planning approach, SPARTAN, that can find paths in real-time through unstructured outdoor environments with no prior knowledge and obstacles of varying clutter that are regularly updated by a sensor with limited range. SPARTAN can create plans 172 times faster than the state of the art and using limited onboard resources, has flown autonomously around trees, avoided powerlines, under bridges and over changing terrain with missions over 200 meters in length. This is made possible using a graph wrapped in a tangential surface around obstacles and leveraging the sparsity achieved by only considering edges tangential to the surface.
As future work the path update required when changes are made to obstacles by the sensor could be made fully incremental. While the vertices are currently updated iteratively the graph must be searched from beginning because it is unknown which edges have been affected. In addition some slack is currently allowed when checking if an edge is tangential, this can cause multiple similar edges to be added and create significant extra work. A better method could be to check neighboring vertices for the existence of a more tangential edge and only add edges that are locally the most tangential.
